


understands that he could refile the lawsuit, and beg for those People of Granby groaning 

under City of Granby Defendants to loan him some money to make Granby Defendants 

pay for this litigation. Pastor Lindstedt is even more of a pauper than three months ago 

and since this case has been dismissed without prejudice then it could be filed again far 

better again in forma pauperis and better done might proceed. 

Pastor Lindstedt mailed off by first class mail on 27 July 2021 a Rule 59(e) Motion 

for this magistrate judge to allow Pastor Lindstedt to file an amended civil complaint 

which addressed its deficiencies made by the magistrate judge. Pastor Lindstedt found out 

earlier this day - 28 July 2021 - that the Rule 59(e) Motion hadn't arrived yet in the mail 

so Pastor Lindstedt is amending it to this Rule 60 Motion for Permission to Amend the 

deficient civil complaint. 

Therefore, Pastor Lindstedt and his Aryan Nations Church asks under F.R.Civ.P. 

Rule 60 for this magistrate judge to allow Pastor Lindstedt to amend his civil complaint 

to show how this federal district court has jurisdiction to hear this case, to at least 

understand that while some of the Defendants have put themselves above the law for their 

crimes that there is at least declaratory and injunctive relief to be given, that contrary to 

their lies about caring for the People that they have proven by their actions that they are 

thieving wolves, and in so allowing amendment of this case for it to proceed to trial by 

jury and for Pastor Lindstedt and Lindstedt's Church to proceed informapauperis. 

Hail Victory!!! 
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